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GERMAN AIMS IN THE NETHERLANDS INDIES TO 1914:
regional security under threat
'...only he who by virtue of geographical position controls the trade routes,
obtains his freedom in time of war.'1 Vice-Admiral Wolfgang Wegener.

At the turn of the century Asia became an important factor in Weltpolitik with the need to
increase Germany’s political ranking in an era of great powers, and in response to the
demands of industry and commerce for raw materials and export markets. It was as the
stage for power plays that the region assumed considerable significance. The German
Government fully intended that capital investment and economic activity in Dutch
colonies should provide opportunities for the consolidation of Germany's strategic
position in Asia. 2 This essay examines those strategic and political interests which
Germany believed made a decisive participation in Asia essential for the ongoing
success of the world-policy upon which it was to embark under Wilhelm II.
Germany's proximity to the Netherlands made the exertion of pressure irresistible. As
early as 1882, Constantin Frantz in Die Weltpolitik stated that if the Netherlands were
allied with Germany, the mutual benefit would be great. In a clearer statement of the
German geo-political reality, he saw it as the only manner in which Germany could obtain
colonies. 3 Germany's far-reaching economic, colonial, and naval-military aims in the
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exercise of a ‘world policy’ (Weltpolitik) increasingly were to be achieved by the Navy as
its instrument following the appointment of Admiral Alfred Tirpitz as Naval Secretary and
Bernhard von Bülow as Foreign Secretary in 1897, the year which saw the
commencement of the battleship construction program.4 Sir Douglas Owen in Ocean
Trade and Shipping (Cambridge, 1914), ranked the ‘Oriental route’ from East Asia via
Australia, India and the Suez Canal, as being of prime importance. 5 The Asian trade
routes were vulnerable to attack due to the broad expanse of the region to be guarded
and the narrow passages through which shipping often had to pass, particularly in
Netherlands Indies’ waters.
In these circumstances attacks on merchant shipping in conjunction with similar
operations on Atlantic and Australasian trade routes were regarded by German naval
planners as the ‘Achilles heel’ by which Britain could be crippled economically. German
activity in Asia must be seen within a world-political context. In the event of war with
Britain, Germany aimed to interdict imports of foodstuffs and raw materials with the
intention of disrupting the economy and causing social unrest to an extent that Britain
could not continue, and would seek peace on terms advantageous to Germany. It is clear
from the intentions expressed in the German documents that the trade of Britain, its
Dominions, and its anticipated allies would be a prime target, and in this overall plan the
Netherlands Indies were in a key strategic position astride the sealanes of southeast
Asia. Bearing in mind the intimate connection between world economic and political
power, a concept with which Germany's leaders were preoccupied, the importance of
obtaining bases was appreciated early.
The German rationale
Walther Hubatsch wrote that it was primarily the Kaiser and the Admiralty Staff who
sought to obtain 'even the least promising and most distant ocean rock on the English
premise that, if held long enough, it would develop some use.’6 There was a strong
belief in the late nineteenth century that national power and prosperity directly depended
upon overseas commerce, which required mobile naval protection and bases from which
these forces could operate. 7 Such bases not only served as coaling, repair and
provisioning dépôts, but in Britain's case also as entrepôts for expanding commerce into
promising hinterlands. Thus it was with some suspicion that many in Britain viewed
Germany's attempts after the commencement of Kaiser Wilhelm II’s ‘New Course’ in
1897 to obtain territory in highly strategic areas.
The eminent navalist J. C. R. Colomb, who was widely read in German circles, wrote
that from Britain's position the nature and distribution of naval forces were ruled by
considerations relating to war ports: ‘These are the centres of production and
maintenance of naval power'.8 The large fuel requirements of steam-powered engines
required overseas coaling stations for the refuelling upon which effective commerce
warfare was completely dependent.9 Unlike Britain, Germany lacked a network of such
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bases in its own colonial possesions, so it was logical that advocates of commerce
warfare also promoted colonial expansion. Retired Vice-Admiral Viktor Valois was a VicePresident of the Colonial Society, and other serving naval officers were active members.
The connection was clearly stated:
Overseas bases are essential...it is a matter of wartime bases which Germany
requires in the future...The more convenient strategic bases are, the richer will
be Germany’s share of good colonial possessions later.10
As a speaker to the 1905 German Colonial Congress pointed out, during Britain's
period of unchallenged supremacy between 1815-1880, it secured all important positions
on the maritime routes of the world. The Germans exemplified just the opposite in their
history. This had to change, and German policy had to be 'based upon a strong Navy'. 11
Otto von Bismarck, cool as he initially was towards the idea of colonial expansion -at
least where it involved expense to the government- stated the obvious in his comment to
the Danish ambassador in 1865 that without colonies, Prussia never could be a maritime
power.12 He also stated that for the unified Germany it was ‘highly desirable’ to ‘get into
our hands...Holland and her colonies if only on account of the coaling bases’.13
There was a concern in economic and naval circles to aggrandise Germany’s position
in Asia from the very year of unification. As early as the peace negotiations at the end of
the Franco-Prussian War, merchant groups requested Bismarck to demand the cession
of Cochin China and other French colonies.

They found a strong supporter in Admiral Prince Adalbert,14 who noted in
his diary that 'Saigon would become the central point of our Navy in the Far East, and
further, Cochin China in our hands would give us a meaningful power position in East
Asia in one blow...'15 The reason Bismarck did not proceed was that he had no wish to
create a situation which would give Britain reason to intervene in the peace negotiations
with France. At this time press reports in London about German designs on Pondichéry
raised unwelcome concern. As he also wished to maintain good relations with the United
States, he did not intend to antagonise it by coming up against growing American
interests in Asia, a situation which was to change dramatically following his departure. 16
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In February 1872, the minister in Peking17 sent a memorandum to General Albrecht von
Stosch, Chief of the Admiralty, concerning an increase in warships in Asia and plans for
acquisition of a base. That the Navy had intentions to obtain overseas bases even at this
early time is shown in Stosch's memorandum laid before the Reichstag on 6 May the
same year.18 The Navy was particularly concerned to obtain coaling stations which would
allow warships operational flexibility far from their home bases in time of war. However,
as long as Bismarck remained at the helm, Continental concerns remained paramount,
and German policy aligned with what was practical.
This situation changed rapidly after Bismarck was dumped by the new Kaiser Wilhelm II
and emphasis shifted from Continental to ‘world policy’. There were considerable worldpolitical strategic reasons for the incorporation of the Netherlands into the German
Empire. Already in 1897 one British author wrote that Germany 'hoped at no very distant
date to win Holland to a voluntary union, or to annex her by force.' 19 An expansionist
imperative and the Drang nach der See to which the Kaiser had given such a mighty
impulse 'may tempt Germany eventually to impose upon Holland some arrangement...as
a subsidiary state, by which the Germans would obtain a certain control of the great
Dutch ports and the splendid Dutch Colonial possessions.' However, Britain could be
certain that in Australia a keen watch would be kept on such developments. 20 British
writers expressed ongoing concern about Germany's gaze towards its neighbour, which
daily was acquiring greater strength and more definite shape. A British commentary on
the influential political economist Ernst von Halle's Volks-und Seewirtschaft (dedicated to
Tirpitz) argued with some insistence that it was 'impossible for Germany to acquire that
supremacy on the ocean she desires as long as Holland remains outside the sphere of
German influence.' The spectre of Japanese, British and American designs upon the
Indies was raised, and these 'spirits of evil from the vasty deep' were to frighten the
Dutch into throwing in their lot with the German Empire.21
The dictates of geographical and psychological isolation also influenced Dominion
attitudes. The West Australian observed:
That string of islands from Hong Kong to not far from the north coast of
Australia might any day be secured by Germany. Again, Holland might some
day be incorporated in the German Empire, and Java, Sumatra, and the
Moluccas would then pass into German possession...People in Australia had
been living like people in an enchanted island...The isolation of Australia was a
delusion...
Australia was entirely dependent upon British command of the sea, and if this were lost,
then Australia's position would be as perilous as that of Britain itself: ‘The coast would be
in the grip of the enemy's cruisers’, and even if there were no bombardment, Australia
would be gradually forced to accept any terms of surrender.22 It was perceptions which
were important, and for Australia and New Zealand, given Germany's vigorous naval
policy, its presence in the Pacific was enough to suggest expansion whenever an
opportune moment might present itself. One Australian MP stated that as the Dutch
Consort was a German, his sympathies would lie with German policy for the annexation
of the Netherlands. 'German interests would increase in New Guinea...the possibility of
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such a change of affairs, together with the increase of the German Navy, is a menace to
the safety of Australia.' 23
Focus of attention
In the decade prior to World War 1, German trade with the Indies had developed
energetically. Germany imported more raw materials from the Indies and exported more
to them than its own colonies. Apart from strong economic considerations, since the
earliest days of German colonial expansion there had been attempts of varying intensity
to exert influence on Dutch policy in general, and to acquire bases, indeed whole islands,
in the Indies.24 In light of this there was considerable British concern about a German
presence on strategic maritime routes. The National Review intimated that German
sympathy for the Boers was designed to curry favour with the Dutch so that when the
Netherlands was brought into the sphere of German influence it was hoped that Germany
might obtain a dominant position in the Malay Archipelago, and perhaps also at the
Cape.25 Insistent voices such as the naval writer Gustav Erdmann observed that the
Netherlands could not resist any expansionist power which desired its large colonial
empire. Like Spain in the past, the Dutch would have to accept being 'relieved of the
burden of their overseas possessions.'26

It was anticipated that the breakup of the
Spanish and Portuguese colonial empires would provide sites for the establishment of an
ongoing 'supply line' from Europe to Germany's expanding interests in Asia.27 China was
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one of the first areas of attention. 28 In the 1890s, particular interest was shown in
acquiring the Philippines in whole or part, the Sulu Archipelago between Borneo and
Mindanao, the Caroline Islands and Samoa. With increasing pressure from the entry of
the United States into Asia after the Spanish-American War and acquisition of the
Philippines, German interest in bases extended from the Netherlands Indies, to
Portuguese Timor, to nominally independent Siam, and to the northern Malay states of
Kelantan, Trengganu, Kedah and Perlis until these were put under British control
following the Anglo-Siamese Treaty of 1909. This was chiefly in reaction to Germany's
attempts to obtain concessions in the region.29

At the end of 1909, the chief of the East Asian Cruiser Squadron, ViceAdmiral Friedrich von Ingenohl, expressed his concern to Admiralty Chief of Staff Max
von Fischel following a report from Consul-General Richard Kiliani in Singapore
(subsequently in Sydney) concerning the recent transfer of the four Siamese tributary
states in Malaya30 to British protection. This appeared to reinforce a future British claim
to the Dutch Indies as a further step in the political constellation. That the Germans took
very seriously the possibility of this occurring should events lead to a breakup of the
Dutch colonial empire is reinforced by Ingenohl's expressed confidence in Kiliani's
diplomatic and analytical skills: his report 'may scarcely be described as an
overestimation of the British striving for power'. Kiliani also anticipated as only a matter of
time the formal inclusion of remaining areas including Sarawak into the Straits
Settlements Colony. An indicator of British intentions was the incorporation of the island
of Labuan (formerly controlled by the British North Borneo Company) into the
Settlements on the express recommendation of the Committe of Imperial Defence
because of its value as a coaling station for the Royal Navy: 'Britain appears to view its
possessions in the archipelago as...tactically incomplete'. Control over the major British
trade route was only guaranteed as long as Sumatra, the northern key to the Strait of
Malacca, was not in the hands of a serious opponent. The Dutch Indies islands lying
before Singapore also were seen as a British sphere of influence, and it appeared that
the Dutch had refrained from establishing a coaling station on Batam due to British
pressure. Such intervention clearly indicated future political and military intentions, and
had serious implications for German naval planning.
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Increasing the pressure: HMS Swiftsure at gunnery practice on the
British East Indies Station, 1913

British possession of the Malay peninsula and archipelago in the German view
established the former as future claimants to the Dutch Indies, a rival with whom
Germany eventually would have to reckon. The whole region was being consolidated: the
Singapore-Bangkok railway project was primarily a military-political undertaking; and the
foundation of a 'specific British rear-Indian empire (Hinterindien) from Tibet to Java'
appeared to be in preparation. 31 Increasing British exclusivity gradually was shutting
Germany out of the region, and the latter's own interest in acquiring widely-separated
points (such as the attempt to establish a naval dépôt in Bangkok) illustrates the scale on
which suitable sites were sought in this period, although the effort was not to bear fruit.
For the moment the Indies had to be seen as a British sphere of influence as far as the
establishment of coaling stations and naval bases by another power was concerned.

There was a close connection between economic and ideologicalstrategic interests. The Straits-und Sunda Syndikat formed in 1911 had as chief financial
base the Deutsche Bank. Its director Karl Helfferich was influential in the Mittelafrika
project and the chief proponent of the Baghdad Railway which was to provide Germany
with strategic access to the Gulf of Aden and the Indian Ocean. His brother Emil was a
prominent figure in Behn Meyer & Co. the leading German firm in southeast Asia, whose
growing shipping interests in particular were a source of aggravation to the British. With
its huge assets in Java and active presence in Siam and Portuguese Timor, the Syndikat
provided an ideal vehicle for the expansion of German economic and political interests in
the region.
The Anglo-German negotiations on naval and colonial questions also were used to
promote the German advance into southeast Asia. In 1912, Chancellor Theobald von
Bethmann Hollweg advised the chiefs of the civil cabinet (Valentini) and the naval cabinet
(Müller) that if an agreement on naval matters were reached with Britain, Germany
should aim to create a large colonial empire into which the Dutch colonies eventually
would be integrated.32 This period saw intense German interest in southeast Asia, in part
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fuelled by domestic lobby groups. For example, in June 1912 the Deutsche Tageszeitung
published an article ‘Germanism and German Trade in Southeast Asia’, which advocated
outright annexation of the Indies to aggrandise Germany’s economic and political position
in Asia. In addition to the Indies, future German spheres of influence were seen to be
Siam33 and Portuguese Timor, which ‘not only offer rich gains but...are also open to the
influence of our political power’. The final goal was clearly stated: combatting British
influence. In somewhat obtuse reasoning, the creation of a secure German position
would prevent the Netherlands becoming ‘a base for operations by Britain against us’
through the ‘back door’ of British influence in and pressure on the Indies.34
The strategic imperative
There was a strong belief in the nineteenth century that the maintenance of world-political
influence and national power and prosperity directly depended upon mobile naval
protection and bases from which these forces could operate. 35 Such bases not only
served as coaling, repair and provisioning dépôts, but in Britain's case also as entrepôts
for extending commerce into promising hinterlands. Germany sought to emulate this, and
the Navy was particularly concerned to obtain coaling stations which would allow
warships to operate far from their home bases in time of war.36
Already in 1898 Tirpitz had indicated that his attention was directed towards the
Netherlands and its colonies.37 He was convinced that a regional base was a necessary
acquisition, not only for naval purposes - 'an equal distance from our Pacific
possessions...as a link in a future chain of staging points to East Asia' - but also as a
landing point for the essential cable network that had to be created for strategic
communication. Without denying the difficulties which a rapid acquisition of foreign bases
might cause, these were far outweighed by 'the advantages to be expected for our further
advance into East Asia.'38 What was the strategic imperative for this advance? The East
Asian Cruiser Squadron based at the port of Tsingtao in the Kiautschou ‘leased territory’
in northern China always was envisaged as a hard-hitting raiding force.

In an 1898 'Military-political Report'39 to the Chief of the Naval High
Command, Admiral Eduard von Knorr, Squadron Chief Otto von Diederichs
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commented on the importance of obtaining bases in the Netherlands Indies. He pointed
out that the experiences of the American thrust into Spanish possessions and the
'attempted rape of the Transvaal by the English should assist in reinforcing upon the
Dutch Government the necessity of reliance upon Germany.' In addition, the 'AngloSaxon trade-monopoly' would surely emphasise to the other nations the necessity of a
counter-alignment. All of this made the time appear suitable for an approach to the
Netherlands. The Dutch Government would have to be convinced that 'a timely alliance
with Germany would be more advantageous than a forced amalgamation after a
European war to our advantage.'40 Plans formulated by Diederichs in 1901 set out in
general terms what was to be achieved: broad and effective attacks on maritime shipping
and communications in the entire East Asian region.41
In the Indies, Diederichs favoured Bima, having visited it and declared that 'it would be
the most ideal place for the establishment of a base.' The protected anchorage and easy
access and defence made it highly desirable as a link in a necessary chain: 'With
Kiautschou, a Philippine island and Bima as bases, our East Asian Squadron would
possess a secure foundation for independent action in all war situations.' Germany could
not act too early in determining future requirements, and these indicated a good, fortified
harbour on the southern border of the East Asian Station. This meant the Netherlands
Indies. The island of Sumbawa, which controlled the entrance to the Makassar Strait on
which Bima was situated, perhaps could be obtained from the Dutch. Diederichs
concluded that in whatever manner the question might be decided, in the interest of
Germany's naval position if the Indies were not to become German, then they should
never be permitted to pass from Dutch hands into those of another Power.42 He stated
the strategic imperative emphatically in a letter to Admiral Viktor Valois:
I hope political insight and economic advantage will finally lead Holland to an
incorporation [Anschluß] with the German Empire. Then we will have in the Sunda
Islands everything that our maritime development in East Asia requires.43

In 1906, German aims in the region were clearly stated by Squadron
Chief Vice-Admiral Kurt von Prittwitz und Gaffron as ‘by means of attacks on the
opponent's trade routes and colonial possessions, not to leave him in undisturbed
possession of maritime supremacy.’44 As quickly as possible Germany had to achieve
strikes against trade that would be felt in Britain. The strategy was to take advantage of
weaknesses in the British position. British ships had to protect the enormous area of the
China Station from a centre located at Singapore. If the Cruiser Squadron could keep its
movements secret for as long as possible, Britain would have to protect its own trade by
splitting its forces and establishing stationary watches of the main junctions and narrow
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straits, and by patrolling the open sea. The detachment of ships from European waters
and the division of naval strength this required would give the Germans considerable
prospect of success.45
It was the urgent requirement of coaling stations for the warships of the East Asian
Cruiser Squadron, and covertly for the merchant vessels to be converted into auxiliary
cruisers in wartime, that locked German attention to the Indies. Rivalry between Britain
and Germany was intensified by the activity of German interests in the northern Malay
states, and the German desire to increase its regional presence. Requests by German
businesses for concessions to build coal dépôts, such as in the Anambas Islands, were
rejected by the Dutch.46
In January 1905, however, it seems likely that Dutch Prime Minister
Abraham Kuyper in private talks with Foreign Secretary Oswald von
Richthofen discussed the matter of coaling stations as well as a
guarantee for the integrity of the Indies. At this time the Dutch
Government was particularly concerned about increasing Japanese
activity in Asia, the more so in the light of expansionist statements by
some Japanese military circles.47 The growing influence of Japan in
Asian affairs and that nation’s expressed interest in the future of the
Indies was uppermost in Kuyper’s mind. Particularly folllowing the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance in January 1902 a Dutch approach to
Germany may have appeared to provide a useful balance. The Dutch Ambassador in
Berlin reported that the recent visit of the Interior Minister had given rise to speculation in
the German press concerning the possibility of Germany obtaining concessions in the
Indies. The Dresdner Anzeiger commented that in leading Dutch parliamentary circles
the current situation was seen as providing ample evidence of the necessity for securing
Dutch possessions in Asia. This would be obtained most easily by cooperating with those
powers for whom the Netherlands' loss of its colonies would be disadvantageous, namely
Britain, Japan and the United States. However, Germany had a prime interest in ensuring
that control of the Sunda Straits and the many nearby island groups did not fall to any of
these powers. In the German mind it was 'the natural solution' that the Netherlands offer
Germany a harbour first, perhaps in return for a security guarantee for the Indies.48
The problem of coaling and supply
The naval position came to the fore at the end of 1900 when exercises indicated that the
Cruiser Squadron would have been ineffective in a real encounter. Coal supply was a
crucial factor. The Admiralty Staff urged the establishment of a widespread network of
procuring agents, and the establishment of adequate coaling stations.49 The desirability
of Germany acquiring footholds in the region was pushed by the pro-Government press.
In August 1900, the National-Zeitung pointed out the strategic and economic importance
of the Malacca Strait. In the future all the great powers would maintain a strong presence
in Asian waters, and for Germany there was the additional matter of naval connections
with its Pacific possessions. In serious times it could be disastrous that on the long route
'not a single coaling station serves us as a staging point, and it almost seems as if it were
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already too late to win such a position.' The coasts of East Asia had become the stage of
world-historical decisions but Germany lacked a secure base in the region. This had to
be remedied.
The Malay sultanates lacked the financial means to develop and recognised that this
could be achieved only in cooperation with European powers. In this situation lay
Germany's opportunity. 50 The Tägliche Rundschau commented on the necessity for a
coaling station halfway on the route to Kiautschau. It advocated acquisition of the
strategically desirable Pulo Weh off the northern tip of Sumatra. This was a strategically
desirable position, with all shipping having to pass, and was by far the most preferable
sight for Germany. It was possible that the Government already had made overtures
which the Dutch had declined because they wanted to keep this 'fat chop' for
themselves.51
There was a considerable degree of German-Dutch exchange of possibilities at the
regional level. In September 1906, Consul-General Tjaben in Batavia reported to
Chancellor Bernhard von Bülow on extended conversations he had with the Dutch Naval
Commander and members of the Indies’ Council. The possibility of an Anglo-German
war was discussed in detail, with the implications this would have for world trade. The
core of the matter naturally was the coming relationship between Germany and the
Netherlands and its colonies. The three issues of post and telegraph union, customs
union, and of the political absorption of the Netherlands as a federal state into the
German Empire were discussed. Tjaben stated that while the first two certainly would
benefit the Dutch economy, political incorporation was considered ‘inopportune’ given the
Dutch national character. The most important point was the unequivocal offer of a
coaling station on Indies’ territory. The reasoning was purely self-interest: Councillor
Nieuwenhuys stated that
As far as I am concerned it would be most suitable if Germany not only
established a coaling station, but took over a complete island, in return for
which it guaranteed the defence of the entire archipelago against foreign
attack.
Tjaben of course could not make any official statements on such a matter, although he
certainly regarded the idea as attractive. His overall impression of the Dutch position was
that the Indies’ Government wanted to sell Germany not just one course but the entire
menu, and was emphasising the German Navy’s defence needs.52

A 1907 Admiralty Staff Report makes clear that
Germany sought to control the Malacca Strait as this would threaten French
communication lines from Saigon and serve as a point for operations in Indies' waters
against British possessions in the India-Burma-Malay region. Bima Bay in the north and
Waworodo Bay in the east provided excellent anchorages and were easily defensible.
As a last choice the islands of Flores, Solor, Lomblen, and Adenar could be considered.
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It was thought immediate negotiations with the Dutch might secure Lampong Bay or
Banka quite quickly.53 The extensive area in which useful sites were sought shows the
importance Germany attached to the region. This is reinforced by a minute paper later
that year which indicated German aims in the region. It began by stating that Germany's
world position rested upon its naval power. This depended to a large degree upon the
possession of bases and cable landing points for successful commerce and overseas
naval warfare. No opportunity was to be missed 'to win these imponderables for a worldpower position which we still are almost totally lacking.'54
Apart from subtle political pressure emanating from the German economic penetration
of the Netherlands, a more direct political approach was facilitated by the pro-German
policies of Kuyper, whose government came to power in 1901. The most significant
outcome was the agreement of 24 July that year which led to the founding of the
German-Dutch Telegraph Company.55 The ensuing cable connection which joined East
Africa and the German Pacific colonies to the Indies and Kiautschau independently of the
British controlled Eastern Extension Australasian and China Telegraph Company was an
event whose strategic value was greatly emphasised by the Navy and Colonial Offices. It
was planned to have a 'British-free' line of communication which from the high-power
station at Nauen would straddle Africa, East Asia and across the United States back to
Germany.56 The strategic implications of persistent German attempts to establish a chain
of cable-telegraph and later radio stations circling the globe have been ignored by
historians. The Indies were a key link in this chain.
In August 1914 the Navy Office outlined the necessity of a high-power radio transmitter
in the Indies, in preference to smaller stations on Easter Island and in Chile. While their
protection by the neutral status of both countries was equal, the Indies were preferred on
strategic and economic grounds. 57 Negotiations stretched through to 1917, when the
urgency of work on the proposed high-power station in Bandung on Java was
emphasised: ‘...this construction must be implemented with all means at hand both for
the aims of the War and for the general political and economic interests of the Empire.’
An agreement had been reached with the Dutch Government for the transport on a Dutch
warship of all the prefabricated parts with two engineers. Its importance lay in that it was
to complement the other stations in China, Mexico, and South America.58

Radio station at Kupang, Neth. Timor 1915
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The constant presence of German warships in Indies' territorial waters left the Dutch
under no illusions about German intentions, and from time to time the press rang alarm
bells in order to secure a greater Dutch naval and military presence. 59 In 1907 the
Soerabajaasch Handelsblad regarded an Anglo-German war as 'inevitable'. Previously
there was great concern about Japanese designs on the Indies, but now 'other interested
parties' were coming to the fore: the policy of the 'Great Kaiser' towards the Netherlands
was well known. His putative descent from the House of Orange and his repeated
statements indicated that the country 'sooner or later will fall into the German Empire's
lap like a ripe fruit.' That Germany cast longing eyes in the direction of the Indies had
long been an open secret. There was an urgent need for increased naval defences,
otherwise the military, which was concentrated on Java, could only look on powerlessly
while the scattered and valuable outer possessions were pocketed one by one. 60 The
German press countered with articles on convoluted Dutch-German economic
involvement in Indies' projects, and that German presence and investment was
welcomed.61

In 1908, Ambassador Hermann Freiherr Speck von Sternburg
in Washington wrote an article for the North American Review in which he refuted the
constant claims that Germany had designs upon the Netherlands and Belgium 'in
consequence of the war spirit and lust for territory alleged to exist in Germany.'62 But
whatever Germany might say for foreign consumption, the Government regarded a closer
connection between Germany and the Netherlands as inevitable. However, the Dutch
were not so acquiescent. In January 1910 the Indies' Governor-General de Waal de
Malefijt proposed a Pacific Entente of all powers with possessions there to guarantee the
status quo. While the Americans made supportive noises, without their involvement
nothing eventuated.63 Given the practical necessity of access to Indies' harbours for coal
and the strategic importance of the supply dépôts on islands in Indies' waters for the
successful support of the Cruiser Squadron's commerce warfare undertakings, there is
no doubt that in the final resort Germany would move decisively to secure its interests. By
1910 the Admiralty Staff was suggesting seriously that Germany exert political pressure
on the Netherlands at the beginning of a war, ‘so that the Dutch Indies Government will
be forced to observe a benevolent neutrality towards Germany’, essential for the Navy's
operational preparations.64
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While Squadron Chief Erich Gühler noted in his response
that the Squadron indeed had to make use of the facilities of Dutch colonies, at the same
time it would need to keep one eye on political developments on the home front and
should not anticipate a successful result based solely on pressure exerted on the
Netherlands. To preclude any problems, the Squadron's preparations were to be
undertaken so that there would be no necessity created for the Indies Government to
intervene. Given the existing relative naval strengths of Britain and France in the region,
Gühler expected success in moving offensively against them at the outbreak of a war.65

German planning in Asia had direct
European implications. The Navy’s position was that supply bases in Dutch territory could
only exist under conditions of neutrality. Initially this was jeopardised by the Army’s
intention to cross Dutch territory as part of the ‘Schlieffen Plan’, but the Navy’s opposition
and the importance of raw materials from the Indies caused a revision.66 In November
1907 the German Minister in Den Haag suggested extending the guarantees of the Dutch
coast to the colonies of the signatories of the proposed North Sea Convention.67 This
would have ensured the security of neutral protection for German coaling stations. Of
course, how these would have operated under the international neutrality strictures is
another matter.

It was not only in Asia that Germany sought
footholds on Dutch territory. The strategic significance of the proposed Panama Canal
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was appreciated quite early, and what appeared as inevitable American control
presented Germany with the unpleasant prospect of having to dispute the issue or rely on
longer traditional sea lanes. The bottom line was that American control could prevent
Germany quickly moving the Asian Cruiser Squadron to Atlantic waters. The only way
this control could be prevented was to have a Dutch Caribbean island as a strong base.
To this end the islands of Curaçao and St. Eustatius, and Dutch Guiana came into
consideration.68 This was another crucial link in the chain which extended from Africa,
through Asia to Central America and the Caribbean to the Atlantic.
Dutch concerns about Japanese intentions were seen as an appropriate time for
Germany to make further overtures. In a 1913 report on the Indies' defences, the
commander of the Gneisenau did not believe that the Dutch would be capable of
sustaining increased naval construction in the long term, and thus would be in no position
to repel a concerted attack. The Indies then would become the booty of Japan 'if one of
the European great powers does not provide the inner strength and the means lacking, in
place of the current motherland.' 69 Given its strategic position, not only for Germany's
European concerns but also with its colonial empire for Germany's world-political aims, it
was inevitable that the Netherlands came within the orbit of German operational
planning. Its occupation and the utilisation of its colonies would be another prong in the
attack on British trade.70

Australian concerns
Already in 1900 the prominent naval writer Sir John Colomb observed that the failure to
provide adequate strength in the Asian-Pacific region ‘would probably affect the British
position as a whole’. Germany had achieved such a position that he concluded if Britain
did not act in time, a great war ‘will probably strew the Pacific Ocean with examples of
British ineptitude if not with disasters...’ There was nothing more remarkable than the
development of German war power in its territories abroad: ’Her policy is to build up a
great offensive...weapon, homogeneous and complete, in her over-sea possessions’.71
It is clear that as an integral part of Weltpolitik, Germany planned to exercise a
determining rôle in Asia's future despite its tenuous colonial foothold there.
A leading German newspaper (Kölnische Zeitung) commented in 1913 that military and
naval increases among the powers created an opportune situation for Germany ‘for a
fruitful world-policy...which only now is opening up promising paths in Asia...’72 Given the
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practical necessity of naval access to Indies' harbours for coal and for the (secret)
conversion of merchant vessels into auxiliary cruisers, and the importance of the
transshipment sites in Indies' waters for the successful support of cruiser warfare, there is
no doubt that in the final resort Germany would move to secure its interests. The subject
was of considerable concern to Australia. Whatever Germany might say, Australians
regarded some form of closer tie between Germany and the Commonwealth’s
strategically important neighbour as inevitable.
As the Sydney Morning Herald
commented brusquely, 'it is tolerably certain that Germany would not hesitate for a
moment to occupy Holland if a great war made that strategically desirable.'73 Australian
concerns about German expansion in the near north were expressed as early as 1871
during the visit of the Dutch warship CuraÇao. If the Dutch succeeded in colonising New
Guinea, and if the Netherlands at some future time were incorporated into the German
Empire, then ‘many thousands of Germans would settle in that rich and fertile country,
which would become a German instead of an Australian India’.74
As the influential American naval writer A.T. Mahan observed, Asia was a region in
which so many events recently had conspired to fasten anxious attention.75 In the year of
Australian federation 1901, Francis Bertie in the Foreign Office pertinently observed that
Germany required naval coaling stations which could be fortified. These could be
obtained only by purchase from Spain, by the spoilation of Portugal, from France as the
outcome of war, or by force from the Netherlands. Any of these eventualities would
greatly affect Australia.76 Even in 1898 the German acquisition of the ‘leased territory’ of
Kiautschou from the Chinese had evoked a concerned response in Australia. Until then
British policy had been the maintenance of a balance of the powers’ influence in China.
That Germany had established a fortified naval base showed it was attempting to join
the ranks of world powers and ‘now had a fine base for a strong position in East Asia’.77
The onetime editor of the Brisbane Courier later commented that with Kiautschou in
northern Asia and the Dutch colonies inbetween, Australia was much more easily
accessible and ‘mightily enticed her’.78
In August 1903, Carl Ratazzi, the German Consul in Fremantle (Western Australia) was
alarmed enough to write to Tirpitz about the visit by British Navy League representative
H. F. Wyatt. The latter was not mincing his words, and what he had to say about the
perceived threat Germany posed to Australia received widespread press coverage.
Concern centred on the possibility that a string of islands from Hongkong to Australia’s
near north coast might any time be secured by Germany. If the Netherlands were
incorporated into Germany, the Indies also would pass into German hands. Australia’s
safety by isolation was a delusion. Australia was entirely dependent on British command
of the seas, and if this were lost, the situation would be perilous. The coasts would be at
the mercy of raiding cruisers, and even if there were no bombardment, ‘Australia would
be gradually forced to accept any terms of surrender’.79
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In a strong response to an article in the Melbourne Herald in June
1905, Naval Director W. R. Creswell stated that Australia’s defence never had been
considered properly, and there was ‘no reasoned clear statement of...the basis upon
which our defence should be organised’. The main emphasis had to be the protection of
sea lanes. If the Netherlands were incorporated into Germany, the Indies ‘will form a
barrier between Australia and the Eastern seas, and will flank our trade communications
with Europe’. From this vantage point, Germany could amass stores and men ready for
operations against Australia. A Russo-German rapprochement, trouble on the Afghan
border, and German naval extension into the Mediterranean would absorb all British
resources, leaving Australia ‘open to any scheme of aggrandisement prepared and
launched from the erstwhile Dutch colonies’. Germany wanted a possession in a
temperate climate, and there was no Monroe Doctrine to keep it out of Australia’s selfproclaimed sphere of interest. 80 Creswell's 1907 memorandum on maritime defence
stated clearly that if the Indies came into German possession, creating an arc in one
unbroken line from Sumatra to New Guinea and overlapping hundreds of miles of ocean
on either side, the defence problem for Australia needed no elaboration. With Germany
excluded from the Americas by the Monroe Doctrine, the temptation to expand into
territory in close proximity to Australia 'would in any case be irresistable'. In the event of
an Anglo-German war, cession of territory would be the price for peace: 'Neutrality would
ask for its "compensation" '.81
1909 can be classed as the ‘year of fear’ in the Dominions which found themselves in
the grip of ‘Dreadnought-fever’ and the urgency for Britain to match the German
battleship expansion program. Commenting on the current preoccupation with a tariff
debate, the Sydney Mail quipped that if a Dreadnought came into the harbour it only
needed to be ruled that it came within the category of ‘metalware, 25%’ and inform the
captain that as he had entered the three mile limit he was liable to prosecution and
confiscation should he decline to pay. Should someone pitch shells into Sydney from off
Bondi, ‘we can declare them to be prohibited imports and go to bed satisfied that
Australia is safe from invasion.’ 82 Fears of a German absorption of the Indies again
came to the fore in 1910 during the official visit to Australia of three Dutch warships
based on Java.
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Dutch cruiser in Fremantle, November 1910

Holland-class cruiser

The general press feeling was that Australia had every reason to receive the Dutch with
open arms. The German Acting Consul-General observed that articles in the Sydney
newspapers were playing up the threat of serious consequences to Australia if the
Netherlands were to lose independence and be incorporated into the German Empire.
The Dutch colonies would provide it with ‘an enormous growth in its colonial possessions
in close proximity to Australia’.83 It was stated in the Senate that it was quite possible the
Indies would become German, 'and we shall then have a German ring around the
northern and north-eastern portion of Australia.' Australia needed to beware of the great
European military power which was fast becoming a great naval power as well.84 What
was to be feared was that the harbours of German colonies ‘may be used for coaling
stations and strategic bases from which her cruisers could issue forth in time of war and
prey upon our intercolonial commerce or shell our coastal towns’.85 There were speeches
at length on the problem of commerce protection in Parliament in November 1910 in
debate on the Defence Bill. Australia had to protect its export trade to enable safe
passage of essential foodstuffs where they were needed in the Empire. If this trade were
cut off from Britain, ‘any nation could bring her to her knees’ and with her the rest of the
Empire. As one speaker observed, much had been said about a Japanese threat, but
Germany was ‘the country from which we have the greatest need to fear an invasion’.
He reminded it should not be forgotten that Germany was well established in New
Guinea and had a good chance of obtaining the Indies. Thus it was ideally situated to
attack Australian merchant shipping.86
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Timor
An article in the Sydney Morning Herald in early 1905 indicated the possible danger to
Australia from a German presence in Timor, the Portuguese half of which Germany was
attempting to purchase. If it succeeded in its persuasions, German warships would be
within a day of the Australian coast, a serious matter for the security of the
Commonwealth. There would be no other great power presence so close, ‘nor so well
equipped for naval operations in these waters as the ships of that Power would be’.
Australia could not permit such a foothold to come into the possession of a power whose
naval ambitions were growing into direct rivalry with British interests- and British and
Dominion interests were seen as one, at least in naval defence. A reader signing himself
‘Vigilans’ wrote to the Herald that
no feature of Germany’s policy stands out with greater boldness than the selfevident determination on her part of some day...trying with Great Britain for
supremacy of the seas...Australia may yet learn to her cost what it means to
have a determined enemy provided with an inexhaustible supply of cheap fuel
within a day’s steam of her shores.
All Germany’s plans had been laid with a daring goal in view, and the recent negotiations
with Portugal, nominally for a coaling station but ‘actually for that portion of Timor
containing recent big discoveries of petroleum’, showed the direction in which the political
wind was blowing. With oil-fired warships coming into more frequent use, Germany
would be in an enviable position.87
In January 1912 the ever-vigilant Foreign Office germanophobe Sir Eyre Crowe
observed on Timor and the Anglo-German secret convention of 1898, that negotiations
between Britain and Germany on the future of the Portuguese colonies were fraught with
some danger for the former. Rumours which came to the ears of the Dominions might
'induce them to ask awkward questions...the indignation in that quarter will undoubtedly
be exceedingly vociferous'. The Dutch also looked with the 'greatest apprehension...and
with good reason' at a German acquisition of Timor.88 As Germany keenly wanted San
Thomé and Principe in the Gulf of Guinea, Colonial Secretary Lewis Harcourt suggested
they be used as a substitute for Timor.89 Crowe pointed out that if the Netherlands for
some reason did not exercise their right of pre-emption on Timor, Britain would have to
step in: ‘We are buying the Germans out...because Australia objects to Germany having
it’.90 However the documents also clearly show that London was keeping Australia in the
dark about proceedings on Timor, as it was ‘very undesirable’ to make any
communication to the Dominion Governments because of the complications their
intervention might cause.91
Timor and the Indies were intimately connected in the
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Anglo-Australian mind. The bogey of German possession of the Indies was a recurring
fear, and obtaining Portuguese Timor was seen as the thin edge of the wedge. All the
islands of the Indies and Timor within a day’s steam of Darwin were ‘liable at any time to
be incorporated into the German Empire unless Imperial diplomacy or the Royal Navy
prevents the transfer’.92 Wherein lay British concerns? The whole southeast Asian and
Indian Ocean region, wherein the Indies and Timor were pivotal, was a key strategic
area, control of which could determine the fate of British shipping from Asia and the
Dominions via the Mediterranean and Africa to Britain.
Commerce warfare

In 1911 the Cruiser Squadron Chief Vice-Admiral Günther von
Krosigk formulated a detailed examination of theory and practical application which may
be taken as the definitive rationale of what Germany hoped to achieve in Asia.
Underpinning this was the necessity for a free hand in Netherlands Indies’ waters,
coaling, and access to telegraphy and radio. Commerce warfare was recommended as
an effective instrument to affect British naval displacements. It was considered within the
realm of possibility to cause mass panic in British possessions by attacking merchant
shipping. This hopefully would effect a key strategic aim, to lure British forces from
European waters: ‘In every place the English will be compelled to appear in superiority
and strengthen their overseas forces in various parts of the world in a considerably larger
measure than we do’.93 Operations could be implemented with optimism, and the effect of
German successes on British morale were not to be undervalued, particularly if the
Australia-India and Colombo-Aden routes also were attacked, or indeed Australian
harbours blockaded. Numerous successes in one region also would make the danger to
the whole appear greater and lead to firms ordering the temporary cessation of shipping
services, keeping their vessels safely in port. If threats to Australasian, Suez and south
Atlantic shipping could be effected by smaller rapidly operating forces, Krosigk believed
that the insecurity created would reach a level leading to the desired panic in British trade
circles. Under this pressure the British Government would be forced to detach
considerable forces from European waters to distant parts of the world, which ‘certainly
would create a measurable relief for our conduct of the domestic war’, specifically
German naval actions in the North Sea.
In order to achieve this, attacks on trade had to concentrate on stopping the import of
bulk commodities immediately upon the commencement of war.94 The effectiveness of
such secondary actions was not to be underestimated, and under certain circumstances
could tip the scales to Germany's benefit in Europe because Britain could not afford to
ignore disruptions to its shipping even in distant regions. In January 1912, Krosigk
reiterated his previously expressed confidence in the success of commerce warfare and
its political effect: the very fact that the Squadron’s whereabouts remained unknown
would cause insurance premiums for British merchant vessels to blow out, and for the
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greater part ‘British steamer traffic in East Asia will be crippled...’95 This directly highlights
the aims and assumptions of German strategic planning. Krosigk, apart from Max Graf
von Spee, was the most ‘world-politically’ oriented of the Cruiser Squadron Chiefs, and
particularly supported the position that in circumstances of economic disarray and
diminished forces in European waters, Britain would have to come to an agreement on
terms which would guarantee and consolidate Germany’s world-power position.
The failure of German policy
While such a vision certainly was promoted by the Admiralty Staff, it did not dovetail with
Tirpitz’ battleship program and Eurocentric concerns. The weakness of German naval
policy in general, and with regard to the Netherlands Indies in particular, was that it never
had a unified impetus and thus failed to have any long term outcome because
momentary opportunities were missed or abandoned under the pressure of more
ponderous or distracting European concerns. It was only by establishing widespread
footholds that an effective world-policy could be implemented, and Germany soon came
to feel this lack of Asian bases which would enable it to operate o\n the same world scale
as the Royal Navy. Bülow wrote that the Kiautschau Territory secured Germany's ‘place
in the sun in the Far East, on the shores of the Pacific which have a great future...’96
While the aggressive operational proposals of Admiralty Chief of Staff Wilhelm Büchsel
from 1902 required solid positions in Asia, a consistent policy of acquiring bases was not
implemented by the political leaders. Tirpitz' control of naval policy ensured a
preoccupation with battleship construction despite the Kaiser's fondness for cruisers.
With the lack of a clearly defined and implemented policy to support these, moves to
advance Germany's strategic position in southeast Asia by the acquisition of bases were
erratic. Such plans did not receive the necessary consistent impetus from the
Government, faced with strong Dutch opposition to any prospective loss of sovereignty.
By 1914 the Dutch position had considerably strengthened. Dutch capital was able to
prevent the Indies Government from becoming dependent on foreign loans. Unlike in
China, the Portuguese colonies, and Persia, German investment was not strong enough
in the Indies to force a division of spheres of influence with Britain.97 The ongoing rivalry
of the great powers also worked against direct annexations and towards an effective
maintenance of the status quo.
Looking to the future
Germany's war aims included clear intentions of expanding its foreign bases with the
view to consolidating its post-war world-power position. Holger Herwig commented that if
Tirpitz' pre-war Stützpunktpolitik was 'quite modest and even reticent', the naval
leadership formulated extensive war aims between 1914-6 which were intended as 'a
minimum requirement which would make possible the Reich's future leap to an actual
world power position.'98 The historian Peter Graf von Kielmannsegg included the Navy in
the statement that in the matter of annexations, 'Wherever we look, it becomes clear that
the military formulated their war aims with a view to the next war...'99 Similarly Immanuel
Geiss observed that inevitably Germany would progress from being a Continental to a
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world hegemonial power.100 Yet colonial questions were not a large part of war aims as
specifically formulated, mainly because it was assumed that these would be realised in
the general redivision that would occur after a German victory in Europe. The value of
British possessions such as Burma, Ceylon, Malaysia and Hongkong to Germany was
well recognised.101

Chief of Admiralty Staff Admiral Henning von Holtzendorff wanted
Dakar or the Cap Verde Islands, a base in the Azores, Tahiti and at least one of the
major Dutch Indies' islands. With the Canary Islands and Madeira under Spanish or
Portuguese control and open to German influence, major sea lanes could be controlled
and used as steps to the central African colonial empire which would be established.
Madagascar and the main harbours of the east African coast would be essential to
maintain German control of that region. The importance of Mittelafrika as a part of
overseas-Germany stretching from the East African coast to Asia, and the control of the
Indian Ocean it was hoped it would bring, must be keep in mind.102 New Guinea with its
cobalt and nickel deposits would increase in importance. Possession of Tahiti would
provide control of American trade between the Panama Canal and the Far East in any
future conflict.
While Bethmann Hollweg's formulation of war aims in September 1914 did not speak of
outright annexation of the Netherlands, but of bringing it into a 'closer relationship' with
Germany leaving the country independent in externals, by any name it was a de facto
annexation.103 There was a necessity for an 'oversight of the sealanes in the South China
Sea and Malayan-Netherlands Indies region.'104 In a Memorandum in August 1915, the
commercial operations of the Straits-und Sunda Syndikat, for example, were to provide a
base for an expansion of German political and strategic interests in the Indies, where one
of the large islands would be obtained to give control of the vital regional sea lanes.105 All
these small acquisitions would together create the network for subsequent overseas
expansion. 106 Germany's war aims now belatedly included the clear determination to
acquire overseas bases. The Netherlands and its colonies would have to come under
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German control to ensure the secure foundations of Germany as a world power.107 Bases
for strategic communications were especially needed not only for the conduct of the War,
but as a 'prerequisite for a future military-political undertaking...’108 By this time it was too
late. As Admiral Erich Raeder observed in the official war history, real success in
obtaining overseas bases could be achieved only 'when the national leadership made it a
task to create the indispensable basis by a suitable foreign policy.'109 It was precisely this
which had been lacking in the previous years.
It is generally accepted that Tirpitz did not want war in 1914 because the battle fleet
was incomplete and the War was to secure Continental hegemony, not the next step of
Weltherrschaft in whose achievement the Navy was to have the leading part.110 As Holger
Herwig convincingly argued, the Navy saw an opportunity to obtain those naval bases
around the world which were essential for future expansion after the Continent had been
secured and Mitteleuropa created. Perhaps the clearest intention of a statement of
German overseas war aims is a memorandum by Tirpitz' close colleague Adolf von
Trotha in 1916 which stated that 'A peace which does not secure our maritime power is
not a German peace.' As an integral part of this, the Netherlands would have to come
under German control to secure the foundations of Weltmacht.111 Germany would need to
control the entire Indian Ocean coast of Africa to contain Britain in the Suez and Red Sea
areas, and to secure a base for expansion into Mesopotamia and Persia. With Turkey
dominant in Arabia, Mittelafrika secure, and the Indies under German influence,
Germany could control all crucial trade routes. 112 Not only would Britain have been
defeated militarily, but its economic survival would be completely dependent on German
goodwill.
What needs to be kept in mind is what was intended to be achieved, regardless of the
loss of German colonial bases which prevented full implementation of long-term war
plans. There were real prospects for the German Navy successfully to interdict trade
routes from and within Asia and the Pacific.113 Admiral Thomas Jerram, commanding the
China Squadron, commented that ‘the possibility of Germans being on trade routes is of
first importance’.114 In the first months of the War, the climate of uncertainty, even fear,
which was created, the slowing of exports to Britain, the tying-up of naval forces in
search and pursuit of German cruisers and armed merchant auxiliaries, and the delay of
Australasian troop transports were still considerable hinderances to the initial war
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effort.115 It is within this larger picture of overall intentions that German activity in the
Netherlands Indies receives its real significance.
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